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NOW A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER AND INCLUDED IN THE BOOKLIST TOP 10 ART

BOOKS FOR YOUTH!  Our consensus is Hip Hop Speaks to Children is the most essential poetry

purchase to make this year. The poetry is enough. The illustrations are enough. The CD is enough.

Together, this book is a treasure of which you cannot get enough. We shall accomplish much this

year. Children will be encouraged to put their words to poetry and beats. Teachers will be

encouraged to allow the artists to speak to children. â€”Diane Chen, School Library Journal blog

"Practically Paradise"

â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”

â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€” Hip Hop Speaks to Children is a celebration of poetry with a beat.  Poetry can

have both a rhyme and a rhythm. Sometimes it is obvious; sometimes it is hidden. But either way,

make no mistake, poetry is as vibrant and exciting as it gets. And when you find yourself clapping

your hands or tapping your feet, you know you've found poetry with a beat! Like Poetry Speaks to

Children, the New York Times Bestselling classic poetry book and CD that started it all, Hip Hop

Speaks to Children is meant to be the beginning of a journey of discovery.  READ more than 50

remarkable poems and songs! HEAR poetry's rhymes and rhythms from Queen Latifah to

Gwendolyn Brooks, Langston Hughes to A Tribe Called Quest and more! * Also hear part of Martin

Luther Kind's original "I Have a Dream" speech, followed by the remarkable live performance of the

speech by Nikki Giovanni, Oni Lasana and Val Gray Ward. * The Hip Hop Speaks to Children CD

contains more than 30 performances, either by the artists who created them, or as unique

interpretations by admiring poets and artists. DISCOVER Langston Hughes's elegant gospel "The

Negro Speaks of Rivers," A Tribe Called Quest's playful "Ham 'N' Eggs," Sterling A. Brown's

hard-luck "Long Track Blues," Gwendolyn Brooks's wake-up call "We Real Cool," Kanye West's

lovely "Hey Mama," and Martin Luther King Jr.'s awe-inspiring "I Have a Dream."  This is a collection

of rhymes and rhythms unlike any other poetry book!  Celebrate with remarkable poets, including:

Eloise Greenfield  Mos Def  Lucille Clifton  Oscar Brown Jr.  Tupac Shakur  Maya Angelou Queen

Latifah  Nikki Grimes  Walter Dean Myers  Common and, of course, Nikki Giovanni  Poems Include:

Ego Tripping  Rapper's Delight  The Negro Speaks of Rivers  Hey Mama  Ham 'N' Eggs  Everything

Is Everything Ladies First MORE PRAISE FOR HIP HOP SPEAKS TO CHILDREN "With its archival

recordings of poems read by the poets themselves, [Hip Hop] reminds everyone that poetry springs

from an oral tradition."  â€”Publishers Weekly "This is the way to get children interested in reading

and loving poetry. ... A great book for both teachers and parents."  â€” Valerie Lewis, owner of

Hicklebee's children's bookstore "The poems, the artwork, the CD...all complement each other to



create a wonderful experience." â€”Becky Laney, Becky Laney's Books blog "Love this book. I think

it is a K-8 must-have for classrooms and libraries. Like I said it is packed and it may be (at first)

intimidating to young readers. But, once they hear some of the audio, spend time with the

illustrations, and experience some of the poetry, I think it will become a favorite." â€”Franki

Sibberson, A Year of Reading blog "Hip Hop Speaks to Children is a wonderfully composed

collection of poems from writers like Eloise Greenfield to late rapper and poet, Tupac Shakur. ...

Whether you read poetry or you hear it in a rap song, Giovanni's genius endeavor will inspire

children of all ages to have fun while listening to poetry. Rap is poetry, right?" â€”Amy Bowllan, Amy

Bowllan's Blog (a School Library Journal Blog) "I highly recommend this one for all collections. If the

title didn't include the word "children" it'd be an excellent book all the way to high school. My

coworkers and I are already talking about doing a Hip Hop poetry story time for our elementary

school kids." â€”Jennifer Rothschild, Biblio File blog "This is an incredibly powerful, beautiful and

important book. Both the book and CD are stellar in quality and diversity. The artwork is amazing

and I find myself pulling it out of the shelf over and over for just one more re-read. The

grandchildren (ages 3 and 5) love it as well and ask to hear the CD while they pore over the pages

and take breaks prancing around the room and singing to the beat. They KNOW all the poems in

the book and learned them in a relatively short time, which I attribute to the power of the beat, and

all the artists; the poets, the illustrators, the singers and spoken word artists. What an astounding

thing when a book moves children so that they LEARN - quickly and enjoyably. This book is for all

ages and I can't recommend it highly enough." â€”Gina Ruiz, Blogcritics Magazine
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Hip Hop Speaks to Children is a delightful and enlightening collection of poetry from various Poets,

several performed by the authors themselves, on the included audio CD. With beautiful pictures

depicting the poems and the contagious beat that the words pound out, this is a collection sure to

capture the interest of all ages. Geared toward the 9 - 12 age group, this easily goes beyond that.

As an adult, I greatly enjoyed each poem and as I read them out loud to my 6 year old daughter,

she bopped around to the rhythm of my voice just reading the words. She was delighted with the

rhyming, which easily draws the reader into the words.While some of the poems within Hip Hop

Speaks to Children are fun and playful, others speak of deep emotion. One that I found especially

fun is as follows:Funky Snowmanby: Calef BrownFunky Snowman loves to dance.You'd think he

wouldn'thave much chancewithout two legsor even pantsDoes that stopFunky Snowman?No!!Turn

up the musicwith the disco beat,when you're in the groove,you don't need feet.Crowds come outand

fill the street.Kick it.Funky Snowman!!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Another favorite

that is more on the serious side and geared toward helping a child's self esteem, I feel, is as

follows:The Rose that Grew from the Concreteby: Tupac ShakurDid u hear about the rose that grew

from a crackin the concreteProving nature's laws wrong it learned 2 walkwithout having feetFunny it

seems but by keeping its dreamsit learned 2 breathe fresh airLong live the rose that grew from

concretewhen no one else even cared!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Loneliness, anger

and sadness are feelings that every child knows. More often than not, however, a child is not given

or taught an appropriate way to express these strong emotions. The written word is a powerful tool

,that perhaps if given to children, would allow them to positively cleanse themselves and possibly

even spark that creative fire that smolders within each soul. Hop Hop Speaks to Children is a

positive collection of such emotional expressions. It does not matter what color your skin is, what

nationality, race, economic position, size or shape a person is, the written word transcends each

and every boundary. With Hip Hop Speaks to Children, you can introduce and excite children to

celebrate within the written expression and beat and rhythm of words. I greatly enjoyed this

collection and highly recommend it to everyone.

Credit Sourcebooks Jabberwocky with knowing a good thing when they see it. WhenÂ Poetry



Speaks to ChildrenÂ came out it was a brilliant collection of poems for kids with an accompanying

CD of poets, both alive and deceased, reading their poetry straight out. And in this day and age if

you put out a book of poems for kids then it shouldn't be that much more difficult to put out a book of

hip hop and rap as well. Or, as the new collection Hip Hop Speaks to Children calls it, "poetry with a

beat." Collected by the eminently skilled and knowledgeable Nikki Giovanni (activist, poet,

multi-award winner, etc.) the book establishes a rock solid connection for kids between the rhythms

they hear on their radios and MP3 players and the poetry they encounter in books. Drawing upon

both history and contemporary stars (and with an accompanying CD to boot), Giovanni's collection

is the best book of its kind for a younger readership/listenership at this time.In the introduction to this

book "Stories in Rhythm", Nikki Giovanni writes, "Thirty years ago, kids invented a new sound. They

took old music, added their own new poetry, and found a way to have their creative voices heard.

The Hip Hop Nation was born, sharing a courageous story of their hopes and promise with the

world. And is the world evermore glad." Right from the start Nikki Giovanni is looking parents,

librarians, teachers, and other skeptical adults in the eye and saying that this is important. This

matters. This is art. The introduction sweeps through the African and African-American history that

led to contemporary Hip Hop. Everything from caps to the Harlem Renaissance to hamboning.

Contemporary rap videos with their gold chains and loose ladies? Forget `em. That's not the real

stuff. The raps found in this book have history, humor, and a delicious awareness of the feel of a

word. 51 poems/speeches/raps find their way into this collection with an accompanying CD of some

of the hip hop, and an in-depth series of small biographies of all the performers.Watch someone

page through the book and make note of their little reactions. How they offer a little "Hmft!" of

surprise when they hit the Kanye West selection (a pity THAT's not on the CD). If they're a librarian

they might coo to finally get to hear Calef Brown (an author/illustrator of whom I'm particularly fond)

laying down a track to "Funky Snowman". And certainly kids of my generation will do a double take

when they get to the selection from "Rapper's Delight". Plucking out "selections" is how the book

gets around a lot of the lines in some songs that might be seen as not entirely kid-friendly. But I

don't think there's anyone out there who's gonna object to "i dont mean to brag i dont mean to boast

/ but we like hot butter on our breakfast toast." The beauty of the selection is how it works in

contemporary names with historical ones. You might turn the page and find yourself getting down to

a little Mos Def right before dwelling on some Langston Hughes. It's not just hip hop artists or poets

of the past either. There are people like contemporary poet and children's author Charles R. Smith

whole tackles his own poem "Allow Me to Introduce Myself" on the CD. And I was relieved to find

that Ms. Giovanni includes a couple of her own near the end as well.The selections in here are great



too. I've heard artist Ashley Bryan do Eloise Greenfield's "Things" and it's a poem that rings

resoundingly in the ear. A great way to begin any collection, I can tell you. Then to follow it directly

up with Jacqueline Woodson's "Hip Hop Rules the World", a poem that links the beat with the fact

that it really IS poetry, that's keen. Really, the pairings here can be inspired. Who else would think to

put Gwendolyn Brooks' "We Real Cool" alongside Claude McKay's "If We Must Die". Both discuss

our mortality, one as a disregard for life and one as a full-throttle objection against death. No one

has come up with a truly great Harlem Renaissance compendium for children yet, but if they did

they might want to take a page out of Hip Hope Speaks to Children so as to determine which

selections to choose.The selected performers are ideal and really there was only one gap that I

could see. I was a little surprised not to see any poems or raps by Sonia Sanchez in this book, truth

be told. Hip Hop certainly owes as much to Ms. Sanchez's raw energy and eclectic beats as it does

to any Young MC or Tribe Called Quest. Particularly when you take into account Ms. Giovanni's

history with Sanchez, it seems a funny omission in an otherwise encompassing collection. Other

missing raps are fine by me. I half-wondered when picking this book up for the first time whether or

not Will Smith's "Parents Just Don't Understand" would make the cut. Then I remembered the line

about the girl in his car moving her hand slowly up his thigh and... riiiiight.One of the highpoints of

any Sourcebooks' title is the accompanying CD. The audible element to the book is integral to the

enjoyment. Literature can be an entirely visual experience but poetry, rhyme, and rhythm are best

enjoyed when the ears get in on the action as well. The book will say what the track selection is for

each poem featured on the disc, which is ideal for both teachers and kid readers alike.I've

discussed books by this company with other librarians in the past and we've all agreed that the only

problem with Sourcebooks' titles are the illustrations. They're serviceable, no doubt. Get the job

done, they do. But while the illustrators they got for this book are perfectly nice, they don't match the

text. You may be reading the sharpest minds and pens of the 20th and 21st century, but they are

paired with pictures that are merely nice, not extraordinary. I don't blame the artists necessarily

because maybe this isn't indicative of their best work. The problem is that it should be. For future

publications I do hope the Sourcebooks put as much effort into the art as the poetry/raps. The

pictures here are more reminiscent of an illustrated elementary school Reading textbook than a

groundbreaking book for kids.As rap and hip hop slowly gains acceptance into the school and

reading curriculum (I don't think it hurts matters any that the generations that grew up with it is now

teaching our children) we need more books that kids can relate to. There are high school teachers

sharing Tupac's poems with the students, which is certainly a nice enough start. But I think that it

will be books like these that make the most impact in schools and at home. This is a great



collection, woven together by an expert, and crafted with the best possible accompanying CD.

Purchase of this book isn't optional. It's obligatory. And I, for one, am looking forward to more.

This book was a cool book because you could read along with the CD that came with it. The book

has many cool poems in it from Ham 'N' Eggs to Funky Snowman to Real Life Stuff like accepting

who you are and understanding others.I would suggest this book to people who like poetry with A

Beat. One thing that I didn't like about it was some of the poetry didn't go with the beat so you

thought it was going to the next line and it dosen't. The poem that I liked most was "From Principal's

Office". The illustrations in this book were cool.Joseph the 11 year old critic.

Hip hop is more than gangsta rap. Hip hop is rhythm. Hip hop has soul. Hip hop will be here forever.

Giovanni captures the essence of hip hop in this collection of "poetry with a beat". The poems are

skillfully illustrated. There are over 30 performances recited by the poet on the accompanying CD.

The poets include: A Tribe Called Quest, Kanye West, Sugarhill Gang, James Berry, Queen Latifah,

Nikki Grimes, Jill Scott, Mos Def, Common, Gwendolyn Brooks, and many more. Young and old

alike will identify with the poems that flow like lyrics on top of beats that will make you groove. A few

favorite poems are: Dat Dere, The Rosa Parks, and Hip Hop Rules the World. There are also a few

excerpts from some of our favorite rappers.This is definitely a book for everyone. There are more

than 50 poems written by 42 different poets along with 30 performances on the CD. Share your past

with your kids, by giving your children the opportunity to hear real lyrics and experience poetry at its

finest. This promises to be the BEST Children's books of the YEAR!Deltareviewer
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